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Record
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Motor Vehicle Records (MVR) are an important piece of the

Evident’s comprehensive platform makes

background screening process for many industries, especially

it easy for organizations to verify MVRs in

for those regulated by the Department of Transportation (DOT),

tandem with background checks, identity

as they are required to request a new copy of each driver’s MVR

verification, or personal/commercial auto

every 12 months.

insurance coverage verification. Combining
MVR verifications with identity proofing

Evident’s MVR verification solution provides the most up-to-date

is particularly helpful for companies that

information on license status, class, moving violations, driving

hire contracted drivers, but it can also help

history, and restrictions. With connections to more than 6,500

virtually any organization meet regulatory

authoritative sources through a single API, Evident is the only

requirements, build trust with customers, and

solution that enables secure and comprehensive verifications

obtain a greater level of assurance.

without the risk and liability of holding personal information.

Revolutionizing the way personal data is shared.
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Privacy by default

How it Works

TECHNOLOGY & SCALE

1. Customize

TECHNOLOGY

Configure your MVR policy by selecting up to 390
motor vehicle violations that best characterize your
company’s safety standards.

Evident leverages artificial intelligence and facial
recognition technologies to streamline onboarding,
minimize attrition, and facilitate comprehensive
verifications and background checks with the highest

2. Request
With a simple ID scan and minimal data entry,
initiate your MVR verification request with less
friction and frustration.

degree of accuracy.
Evident’s unique distributed data model, protected with
end-to-end cryptography, gives companies the option to
access a summarized or reduced version of the verified

3. Capture Consent
Easily obtain an individual’s consent to demonstrate
regulatory compliance in states like Pennsylvania and

information they need, which virtually eliminates their
risk of handling sensitive personal data.

Washington that require this.

4. Verify
Automatically verify MVRs with the most

SCALE

authoritative data pulled directly from the

With a growing library of more than 12,500 data

Department of Motor Vehicles.

attributes, Evident can verify anything from governmentissued IDs, criminal history, and insurance to professional

5. Review or Subscribe
Select a one-time verification, or a re-verification
subscription, and receive updated MVR results to
verify ongoing compliance with company policies.

licenses, education, and more. Evident has four primary
integration methods, making it flexible, scalable, and
capable of adapting to an organization’s new business
needs as they grow or pivot.

“Evident gives us the ability to verify users’ identity and run MVR checks as often as we need them
to in order to meet insurance coverage requirements.”
- Adam Klenk, Director of Product Development | Mobiliti

Enabling companies of all industries, sizes, and geographies to verify motor vehicle
records quickly, securely, and confidently… that’s the power of Evident.
Request a demo to learn more.
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